Ancient Newfoundland Maps Challenge Traditional Columbus History
By Gunnar Thompson, Ph.D. - September, 2016
Related peer-reviewed article about transatlantic trade
belore Columbus is in the "Winter Edition" (No. 97) of Portolan
Journal by the Washington Map Society - November 2016.
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Newfoundland on
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c.1482 •
State Archive Collection
Florence, Itaiy
Document: "Carta Nautica NO.6"
Introduction: Was America "Isolated"from Contact helore Columbus?
American historians have clung tenaciously to a long-standing belief that the New World
continents were efTectively isolated from Old World contacts until after the 1492 Voyage
by Christopher Columbus. This concept of "New World Isolation" has been the
foundation of academic thinking in the fields of history, geography, and anthropology for
the past century. It has been assumed that New World Civilizations developed entirely
independently from Old World contacts as a consequence of the vast oceans that
prevented access along both sides of the American Continents. Presumably, Columbus
was the first significant explorer who penetrated this cultural barner in a so-called "Great
Encounter." In recognition of this "once-in-a-lifetime" achievement, Columbus was
honored by a special exhibition called "Seeds of Change" at the Smithsonian National
Museum in 1992. Historians acknowledge that a Nordic seafarer named Leif Eriksson
stopped briefly at an unknown campsite called "Vinland" someplace along the Eastem
Seaboard in about the Year 100 I. I
Samuel Morison summed up the significance of Erikson' s visit by stressing:
"Vikings left not one footprint on the Sands ofTime.,,2 This gross misinterpretation ofthe
evidence has completely misled historians, geographers, and American archaeologists for
the past century. Most scholars believe America was "isolated." But this is not true .
• This image is from a Russian language book about ancient maps by Bozhidar Dimitrov,
Bulgaria in the Medieval Maritime Mapmaking, Sofia: 1984, Plate 31. This item was
obtained from a used book dealer by associate Robert Ness for the New World Discovery
Institute in Seattle. Dating and authentication ofthe map was by Italian scholars.
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Fixlanda ("Fishland") or Frisland ("Land ofFrisians"). The outlying northwestern isle is
not named on many of these maps. As the Mediterranean Sea and Baltic were the
principal areas of commercial interest, most medieval portolan maps did not have room
for the distant territories in the North Atlantic (such as Arctic Greenland, Ieeland, and
New World Isles that were beginning to emerge in the west). Cartographers who included
the Arctic or western isles on their maps were forced to place them in close proximity
with Ireland, Scotland, and Norway - thus the scale of this area on maps has been greatly
compressed and distorted. About all we can determine from this misplacement is the
approximate 1atitude or longitude of isles that are actually much farther away from
Europe than they appear to be on the portolan maps.
A total of fourteen maps were included in our study. Doubtless, many more have
been stashed in the nooks and crannies ofEuropean archives and private collections. 3
The earliest dated portolan featuring Frisland is the "Zeno Map" of 1559 (Figure 1).
A Venetian publisher and a distinguished author, Nicolo Zeno "the Younger," daimed
that the map was originaUy compiled by his ancestor - Nicolo "the EIder" ~ in 1380.

Figure 1. The "Zeno Map" (dated 1380 in Roman Numerals) includes the Isle of
Frisland (arrows) in the North Atlantic west of Norway and south of Ieeland.
Modem historians suspected the Venetian map was an effort to defraud
Columbus, because it included New World mainland called "Estotiland" and
"Drogeo" (lower left). As there never was an island at this precise location in the
North Atlantic, many historians regarded the map as a "hoax."

The "Zeno Map" and "Zeno Narrative" ofNorth AtIantic adventures were printed at
Venice by Gian Ramusio in 1558. At the time, Ramusio was a respected Senatorial
Secretary. He was part of an eifort among Venetian merchants who wanted to establish
Venice as the leading European center of book publishing and map production. Nicolo
Zeno the Younger, author ofthe Narrative, was a respected ambassador who cIaimed that
he compiled the "Zeni Adventure Story" from remains of letters that he had tom up when
he was a child. The map was described in his memo ir as being a convenient "chart" that
seemed like a suitable means of providing a geographical context for events that were
described in the 14th century letters. Actual origins ofthe document are entirely unknown.
According to Zeno's story, his ancestor was a wealthy merchant who fancied a
voyage of adventure into the North AtIantic. His ship supposedly ran aground on a
Western Isle that he called "Frisland" - presumably because it was occupied mostIy by
"Frisian" immigrants from the Frisian Isles that are situated north of the Netheriands.
Zeno and his crew were reportedly rescued by a gallant sea captain who was nicknamed
"Zichmni." The hero is later described as a Scottish Duke who owned property on a
nearby island. Zeno mentioned that merchants from ScotIand, Norway, England, Holland,
and Brittany obtained vaiuable cargoes of "salt fish" from the island. This product
consisted of codfish fillets that were preserved with saft in airtight barrels 4
Zeno nQted that Frisland was located south of "Greenland" - although whether this
was a reference to Arctic Greenland or Labrador (which was sometimes called "Green
Land" because it was covered with forests) is uncertain. Zeno added that Frisland was a
single island that consisted of numerous peninsulas and bays; it was larger than IrelaJild;
and it belonged to the King of Norway. 5 All of these characteristics would have been an
excellent description of Newfoundland. In this regard, it is interesting to note that the
Royal Norwegian Banner is featured on the "Italian Portolan" of 1482 above the
Northwestern Isle (that is, above the survey map of ancient Newfoundland). It is situated
west of Iceland. Newfoundland (a.k.a. Frisland) is identifiable on the basis of Diagnostic
Geographical Markers (hereafter called "DGMs") which we will discuss in a moment.
Frisland is not specifically named on this portolan.
Zeno's description of the economical, political, and geographical characteristics of
Frisland alerted the Institute scholars that the enigmatic isle on portolan maps was an
excellent candidate for being an ancient image (or nautical survey map) of
Newfoundland. We also noted that the principal region of shoals (and thus the best
fishing) was along the western shore of Frisland on the Zeno Map as weil as the
enigmatic isle on "the Italian Portolan" of 1482. This was contrary to the best shoals and
fishing that were situated along the East Coast ofNewfoundland. Thus, we suspected that
the original map of Fixlanda (or "Fishland") by Venetian navigators was made using a
magnetic compass during the 13 th or 14th centuries. Most early medieval maps were
oriented with "North" at the bottom of maps. Since the Magnetic North Pole was situated
west of Baffin Island, cartographers evidently assumed Fixlanda was north of Iceland 
when it actually was southwest. When Renaissance geographers decided to compile maps
so that the terminology was correctly aligned with "North" at the top (instead of the
bottom), they apparently failed to reorient the earlier medieval map of Fixlanda . Thus,
the title appears upside-down on the Catalan Map of 1480 and the Prunes Map of 1559.

In any case the identification of "Cape au Choix" (in Northwestern Newfoundland)
along with the "St. John Islands" of St. John Bay enabled us to correctly orient the maps.

Geomorphology: Diagnostic Geographical Markers
The "Key Geographical Marker" (or DGM) for use in aligning maps of Frisland is "Cape
au Choix" and the associated "St. John Islands" (identified as No. 1 in Figure 2). The
Cape juts out in a northwesterly direction into the Gulf of St. Lawrence midway along the
"Northem Peninsula" ofNewfoundland.

Italian Portolan -1482

Newfoundland
-

Figure 2. Comparison of the pre-C01umbus "Italian Portolan" in the State
Archive at Florence shows a remarkable sequence of similar geographical
markers (or "DGMs""). These include: (1) the "Key Marker" - a
distinctive headland peninsula on the northwest shore called "Cape au
Choix" on the modem map; (2) Northeastem Peninsula and Belle Isle
towards the north; (3) central eastem shoals and small islands - "Notre
Dame Bay"; (4) southeastern peninsula - "Bonavista"; (5) southeastern
lowlands - the Avalon Peninsula Region; (6) major southern bay 
"Burien Pen."; (7) southwestern "stub" peninsula; (8) southwestern bay 
"St. Georges"; and (9) large Midwestern bay - "Bay ofIsles."
Royal Nordic Banner (rampant lion on a field of gold) flying above
the castle identifies this territory (Nyaland, Landanu, or Markland) as
belonging to the King ofNorway.

While the particular promontories, bays, and other landmarks are subject to some
variability on the portolan maps, this basic sequence along the Newfoundland coastline is
unique across the entire planet. The "Key Marker" is of particular significance as it was
often represented by a distinctive circular pattern of isles on the portolan maps. The
presence of the eastern fishing shoals (3) is a standard feature of most Newfoundland

maps. The Avalon Peninsula (5) was a particular problem for the early navigators and
cartographers - because the topography is quite unlike the mountainous northem territory
of Newfoundland. The countryside is much lower and the connecting peninsula is 50
narrow that Avalon has the appearance of being aseparate isle. This is how it was
portrayed on Early Colonial maps - such as maps by the Dauphin in 1543, Sebastian
Cabot in 1544, and Andre Thevet in 1575. The "Catalan Map" of 1480 showed Avalon as
a tiny isle (Figure 3) - whereas it was portrayed by Nicolo Zeno as a large isle with
numerous complicated bays and peninsulas. This improved accuracy in the portrayal of
the Avalon Peninsula is one of many reasons for accepting the Zeno Map as being a
legiÜmate example ofan actual nautical survey that was produced in the 14th century.
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Figure 3. The Avalon Peninsula on the Catalan Map (C) and the
Zeno Map (D) was inaccurately portrayed as being separate from
the mountainous northem territory of Newfoundland. Nevertheless,
the general consistency of the sequence of DGMs is sufficient to
confirm that both maps portray ancient nauticaI surveys of the
Nordic Dominion that was known in Medieval Times by such
names as Nyalccnd, Landallu, Marklanti, or "Icelandic Istes." The
"Key Marker" (1 - Cape au Choix) is of particular importance - as
it was often portrayed as a circular group of isles or fishing shoals.
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Thompson's book: American Discavery: Warld Heritage; Raleigh, NC: lulu.com 2013.
Several examples from this publication include the following items.

Figure 4. The "Italian Portolan" (Nautical Chart VI) shows
Frisland (unnamed on this map) directly west oflceland and
Norway. Inclusion ofboth Frisland and Iceland on the same
map confirms the popular belief that these isles represented
two separate commercial destinations. In a statement that
has been attributed to Columbus, the Spanish mariner also
confirmed that "Frisland" was the name of an island that
was the destination of English mariners in 1477 - when he
visited the Isle 300 leagues beyond Iceland :

In February 1477, I sailed a hundred leagues beyond
the island of Tile, ... It is true that the Tile mentioned
by Ptolemy lies where he says it does, and this is
called by the modems Frislanda. 13
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Welsh & Irish Colonies: New Albion & Ibemia (or Great Ireland)
Church geographers kept track of evangeHsts and the sites of Christian
settlements in the so-called "Western Isles." Of course, the Western 'Isles
were actually the mainland of North America. King Arthur's Colony of New
Albion was registered on Church Maps as "Albania" or "Albania Magna." It
was placed in a cartographic region designated as Asia, because officials
thought Asia was directly west of Europe. Ibernia (or Great Ireland) was
placed north of Iceland by sailors using magnetic compass directions. The
actual location was alon-g the Eastern Seaboard near modern-day Nova
Scotia.
(From G. Thompson,American Discovery. Lulu,2013)
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The wild American turkey gobbler roamed the forests of Mexico and
North America. It was imported to the Roman Empire along with
"turkey corn" and "Indian millet" (or maize). Carried onboard
Turkish grain ships, it acquired the name turkey in Britain.ln Gaul, it
was calted d'indon (or "the bird of India"). Norse ships carried the
fowl to Sweden where it was known as kalkhun or Welsh hen. Hansa
merchants resumed imports of the tasty fowl in 1250. The bird was
known in Germany as trut huhn or "Welsh hen." Targus (1552) noted
that birdfeed was also called "Welsh corn"--indicating that it was
imported from the Wellsh Colonies. A.W. Schroger (1966, 471) noted
that ancient turkey bones were common in keland. Toussaint-Somat
(1994) noted that d 'indons (or turkeys) were served at a French
wedding feast in the 14th century. A Spanish Franciscan noted in the
Book 0/ Knowledge (1350) that the Celtic inhabitants of Ibemia (or
Great Ireland) in the Far West served "fat birds" that tasted good
either boiled or roasted. None of the names used for the fowl in
Europe suggest a post-Columbus or a Spanish source.
(From G. Thompson, American Discovery. Lulu, 2013)
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Ptolemy's Greek/Roman Map (top) includes the West Coast of South
America in the extreme east. All the Renaissance geographers agreed,
"Cattigara" was in Peru, This was the site of King Solomon's Mines,
Macrobius (bottom) placed Antillia (Star-2) directly west of Spain, He
located Roman "Florida" (Land of Springtime) directly north of the
Caspian Sea (or Gulf of Mexico). This "Zonal Map" shows Peusta (Peru)
near the equator. The word "perusta" denotes hot, arid climate; and that
is certainly true for the coast of Peru.
The Western Caspian Sea was lett unnamed on the Macrobius Map. It is in
a location that corresponds to the Gulf of Mexico. Florida on this map is

sufficiently accurate to indicate that Romans planned to develop the
temperate peninsula with plantations.
(From G. Thompson,American Discovery. Lulu, 2013)

Tobacco in Britain

Romans imported p!enty of tobacco to Britain. It was a soothing
smoke for guards who had to walk along the cold stone pavement of
the fog-enshrouded "Hadrian's WalL" A 16th century botanist,
Dodoens (A), identified the Roman plant, yellow henbane, as
"tobacco." Roman pipes are common at the ruins of Romano-British
Cities. Antiquarians found similar clay pipes at East Coast burial
mounds. VirtuaHy identical pipes in 10th century Ireland and
Denmark were called "Irish fairy pipes." Indian pipes, such as those
of the Eastern Powhatan Tribe are a'lso similar to the Irish-style pipe.
Imports of tobacco fell off during plagues or periods of bad weather
in the North Atlantic. Demand in England fell sharply as a
consequence of a Church-sponsored crusade aga'inst tobacco.
Haleigh and Drake resumed imports in the 16th century (B); and it is
evident that housewives were not happy (D).
(From G. Thompson, American Discovery. Lulu, 2013)
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Arabs named tobacco taba, tabgha, toba, or Iu-bak; and they introduced
it into North Africa and the Sudan where it was known in the markets
by Arabic names. The New World yellow tomate (or banadura) was
grown in Andalusian gardens; and it was later named pomodoro (or
"golden apple") by the Spaniards. Haricot beans were mentioned by
Ibn al-'Awwam in the 12 th century. Chilies were used in a fiery-hot
Tunisian sauce called hansa. The first European herbai to identify
maize was written by Jean Ruell in 1536. He identified the plant as
"Saracen millet." Most called it "turkey corn."
(From G. Thompson, American Discovery. Lulu, 2013)
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New World Plants in the Roman Empire
Merchants had about two months to bring fresh pineapples (top)
across the Atlantic to markets in Italy. The distinctive "Ieafy crown" of
leaves verifies that the fruit is a pineapple and not simply aloeal,
Italian pinecone. Pliny the Eider described all the characteristics of
"top-cob" maize (center). The ivory panel from Ravenna shows "corn
ears" still in the husk. Greek writers Aristophanes and Hippocrates
referred to the American garden bean as dolickos. A Roman herba I
mentioned "pumpkins." The pole mill (bottom, right) was used by
legionnaires to make corn mash from water-soaked corno The mash
was eaten as porridge or as "ashcakes." Indians also used "pole
mills."

Cornrow Field Cultivationfn

Vrrginia: Secoton cornrow & cornficld, 1585
lohn Whitc illustration, 1585, British Museum
~C'I
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In Olmec Mexico, Nubian overlords introduced methods of field
farming without the benefit of draft animals. Shown above are
laborers with hoe-choppers. plows, and "dibble sticks." The sticks
were needed because corn requires "deep" planting. Cornrows
enabled the effective growing and harvesting of maize. On-the-spot
sketches by artists who saw Native Farms reveal that most Indians
raised "top-cob" maize with the corn ear located at the very tops of
cornstalks. These are featured in the bottom two rows. The only
place where this sort of "field corn" is still being grown is in the
Mexican State of Oaxaca. Modern genetically-modified varieties are
rapidly replacing all of the heirloom varieties of Indian corno
(prom G. Thompson,American Discovery. Lulu, 2013)
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German Ships & the German "Vinland Maps"
During the Medieval Warm Period (850-1300), the Scandinavian transport
ship (called a !morr, A) was suitable for hauling fish and lumber across the
Atllantic Ocean. However, when the Little 'Ice Age hit (from 1300-1850),
German sailors from the Western Hanseatic League took over all the
transport services between Viniland (or North Norway) and European
ports. German cogs were much more seaworthy than Norse !morrs in the
stormy Atlantic seas. German publishers printed a map in a navigational
textbook that showed "Vinland" northwest of Norway in 1475. Thousands
of copies of this map were in circulation throughout Europe. A later map
(1488) published in Paris changed the spelling to "Winland" (meaning
"Wine Land"). The purpose of the map was to promote enlistments in the
Hanseatic ships sailing "to the warm overseas land of wine grapes."
Marc Lescarbot, a French explorer, sketched the "Vinland grapes" in
1609.
(From G. Thompson,American Discovery. Lulu, 2013)
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(Leiden: E.I BrilI, 1951), 60.
12 According to G.I Marcus, The Conquest o/the North Atlantic (New York: Oxford
1981), 1 one Western Hansa Merchant
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This catastrophe (bodies of sailors were gathered from the beaches) was reported in the Icelandic

Annals. The cargo capacity ofHanseatic carracks in the late 15th century was about 300-600 tons.
Thus, cargoes of stockfish and lumber carried in the Hansa Fleet could have totaled 30,000 to
60,000 tons.
13 Major, The Voyages, xviii, quotes Columbus from the biography by Ferdinand Colon. Some
writers have suggested that this was an interpolation made by Italians in an ill-conceived effort to
promote the Zeno Narrative. However, presence of 'Frislanda' on the La Cosa Map of c.1500 and
the Paris Map of c.1490 indicate that the enigmatic isle was well-known to contemporary
geographers.
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